
MADE IN 
AUSTRALIA

Silver Sheen is a proprietary blend of 100% locally 
sourced aluminium particulates that are embedded into 

each layer, to not only trap the cold in but defend any 
heat from entering. Silver Sheen now contains Sancell’s 
signature Phoenix material, consisting of 50% recycled 

content including a minimum of 25% post consumer 
recycled waste (PCR) and 25% post industrial recycle 

(PIR).

When choosing a Phoenix product, you are keeping 
waste from landfill, significantly decreasing the use of 
raw materials and carbon emissions, and promoting a 

circular economy. Phoenix also exceeds 2025 recycled 
content targets by 250%. 

Along with a minimum of 50% recycled content in every 
bag, Silver Sheen is 100% recyclable. With multiple 

layers fighting to protect your temperature sensitive 
goods, it really is your knight in shining armour!

NOW WITH 50% RECYCLED CONTENT INCL. 25% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLE

Did you know you can pair Silver Sheen Thermal 
Liners and Bags with Sancell’s ProtectaChill Gel 

Packs for a complete Cold Chain Solution? When 
paired with ProtectaChill Gel Packs, Silver Sheen 

has you covered for over 25 hours!*

Complete Cold Chain Solutions
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Thermal Profile Comparative Performance Testing
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AIR

Not one, not two but three 
layers of defence!

Get the best of both worlds! The 10mm bubble in 
Silver Sheen Air provides an extra layer of plush 
cushioning for those goods that need protection 

during transit. Silver Sheen Air minimises 
product damage, reduces the complex and time 

consuming processes of returns, and not to 
mention replacement costs. All while keeping 

your goodies cold! 

MADE IN 
AUSTRALIA

Silver Sheen Eco is specifically engineered to 
optimise material value and minimise impacts on 
the environment. The lower profile requires less 

energy and fossil fuels to transport, as well as less 
space to store, transport and recycle. The 1mm 
structure also allows you to expel unnecessary 

air from your package, maximising thermal 
performance. 

TAKES UP 75% LESS SPACE THAN 
SILVER SHEEN AIR!

ECO

4mm bubble structure  for temperature
sensitive goods requiring extra protection

1mm bubble structure reducing 
freight costs and warehouse space

Pockets of air embedded 
between two layers of 
aluminium shielding!

CHOOSE FROM...

Less Recycling

Space

Storage
Savings

Transportation

Savings

AN AIRY LAYER OF PROTECTIVE 
CUSHIONING!

1,200 bags per pallet10,800 bags per pallet
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